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SYMBOLS

Introducing symbols for sizing and material. 
Each symbol is 10cm (0,32 ft, 3,93 inch) 
long to show the size of the products.
 
 Ball = PU
 Cube  = GRP
 Pyramid = WOOD

INTRO

The catalogue in front of you 
will take you through the 360 
ASCENT story and show you all 
the novelties within the ranges 
that appeared in the world 
record route.

The whole refresh is all about 
extending the existing ranges in 
both materials, PU and GRP, 
giving them more variety and 
possibilities. 

360 ASCENT was the biggest 
and most challenging project 
we’ve ever done. Behind it, 
there was years of dreaming, 
planning, trying to find a way 
and brainstorming. The project 
finally got a green light in 
spring 2020 and there was no 
way back.

#everydaysomethingnew

#everydaysomething360
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NEW

ph
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PHONES. Truly one of a kind. 
Making an easy way to make begin-

ners' climbs look and feel awesome. Mean-
while, it is possible to challenge the best climb-

ers as well with some big moves and monkey 
style climbing. You can find some pretty innovative 

stuff in this range from connecting a 90 degree corner 
to making a bridge between the two quarters. 

What's new?
A PU phone piece that extends the existing GRP range.

NEW



Phones pitch no. 1 was the 
beginning of the epic climb. 

Seemed like an easy warm up route, 
where Janja and Domen already faced 

some committing moves and nothing 
was as easy as it looked from the ground.
They found out they need to be ready 
for anything throughout this journey.

Ball symbol is 
representing PU material 
and is 10cm in diamete. To 
give you an idea about the 

size of the product 

In Domen's words: 
''I never thought you can 

make a cool route just by 
using bars.’' 

phones in PU

New
pitch no.1

360-340PU 
No. in set: 1
fixing: bolt-on
size: L



NEW
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NEW

FLIN-STONES. One of the first PU 
ranges in 360 selection, always there to take 

over the jugs department. With signature shape and 
texture they always stand out on the wall.   

What is new?
New flin-stones PU slopers and slopey jugs come in all sizes and 

bring the whole range more variety.  



flin-stones in PU

New

360-045PU 
No. in set: 1
fixing: bolt-on
size: XL

360-047PU 
No. in set: 2
fixing: bolt-on
size: L

360-057PU 
No. in set: 4
fixing: bolt-on
size: M

pitch no.2

Flin-stones pitch no. 2 was already a big 
challenge for Janja with some committing 

jumpy style climbing, where she took 
her first fall on the first try.  

360-049PU 
No. in set: 6
fixing: bolt-on
size: S-M



TUBES: The famous never ending modular tube system, 
for delicate, technical and eye-catching climbs. Possible 
to combine PU and GRP, with connection pieces in 
between.

What's new?
GRP tubes as combinations for a boost of 

imagination.  

NEW

ba
lls

BALLS  come in all shapes and sizes. 
From huge to microscopic size, from high profile to 
super flat, with dual texture or not, in PU or GRP. The 
possibilities are endless.

What's new?
Classic balls shapes in medium 

sized PU bolt-on version. High or low profile. 
Perfect to combine with other Balls or 

Juggy Balls.



New
balls in PU pitch no.3

Pitch no. 3 was a long one with 
technical moves and some 
tricky parts, where it was easy 

to get lost on the way.

360-298PU 
No. in set: 6
fixing: bolt-on
size: S-M

360-299PU 
No. in set: 6
fixing: bolt-on
size: S-M

In Domen's words: 
''Amazing route built with 

only one shape in different sizes.''



NEW

tu
be

s
TUBES: The famous never ending modular tube system, 
for delicate, technical and eye-catching climbs. Possible 
to combine PU and GRP, with connection pieces in 
between.

What's new?
GRP tubes as combinations for a boost of 

imagination.  



360-016-DT
No. in set: 3

fixing: screw-ons
dual texture

length: 122 / 44 / 44 cm

360-017
No. in set: 3

fixing: screw-ons
length: 122 / 67 / 44 cm

360-018
No. in set: 3

fixing: screw-ons/
bolt-on

length: 67 / 44 / 44 cm

 GRP tube combinations

New

CUBE symbol is 
representing GRP material 
and is 10cm in diameter. To 
give you an idea about the 

size of the product  

pitch no.4

Pitch no. 4 was already 100m 
above the ground. The climb was 

delicate and technical where the climbers 
already had to fight the pump and keep the 

focus on.

In Domen's words: ''This 
was the hardest pitch 

for the grade.''



le
ns
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NEW

LENSES are known for the perfect round shapes with hidden pockets 
that make climbing on them very intuitive, precise and committing. 

What's new? 
New dual texture pieces and more all texture ones that 

make the whole range wider for more surprises on the 
wall. Caution! Climbing on new dual texture 

lenses can be slippery. ;)



Pitch no. 4 was already 100m 
above the ground. The climb was 

delicate and technical where the climbers 
already had to fight the pump and keep the 

focus on.

pitch no.5

Pitch No. 5 was 
the first real test 

piece in terms of diffi-
culty, graded 8b! 

In Domen's words: "It 
felt like I'm in an artificial Ceuse 

because of shallow sloppy pock-
ets and the style of moves. On 

some longer moves I couldn't see 
and I had to trust my feelings, commit 

and hope that I will hit that volume on 
the perfect spot where the pocket was 
hidden."



360-231
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
diameter: 70 cm

360-236
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
diameter: 60 cm

360-239
No. in set: 3
fixing: screw-ons
diameter: 30/29/28 cm

360-240
No. in set: 3
fixing: screw-ons
diameter: 25/25/25 cm

New lenses in GRP



360-222-DT
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
dual texture
diameter: 80 cm 

360-223-DT
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
dual texture
diameter: 70 cm

360-225-DT
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
dual texture
diameter: 50 cm

360-226-DT
No. in set: 2

fixing: screw-ons
dual texture

diameter: 45/40 cm

360-227-DT
No. in set: 2

fixing: screw-ons
dual texture

diameter: 35/35 cm

360-228-DT
No. in set: 3

fixing: screw-ons
dual texture

diameter: 40/35/30/25 cm

New dual texture
lenses in GRP
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NEW

VOLCANOES. Who doesn't know volcanoes? There's definitely some 
evergreen and  iconic shapes in this range. For that reason, we came up 
with a refresh that will be appreciated by all the route setters. 

What's new?
Representing “WOODCANOES”. All well known volcano GRP 

pieces got a wooden plate to the flat surface with a t-nut. 
Adding extra holds on is now super easy. In PU, small 

screw-ons and some medium sized holds are a 
nice addition to the already big selection in 

GRP.



pitch no.6

Top move of 
Pitch  No. 6 was a 

committing jump on 
180m and also 

marked half of the 
route.

Janja was the first one 
leading the pitch and coming 

on top of the big volcano, that 
served as a perfect rest half way 

through the whole climb. In Janja's 
words: "It was an easy climb, but scary 
on top." 



New volcanoes in GRP
a.k.a. woodcanoes

360-125-W 
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
size: 90x85 cm

360-127-W
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
size: 72x30 cm

360-128-W
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
size: 64x25 cm

360-129-W
No. in set: 3
fixing: screw-ons
diameters: 32/25/20 cm

360-132-W
No. in set: 5
fixing: screw-ons
diameters: 50/49/
32/32/32 cm

In each 
woodcano there is a 
wooden plate under 
the flat surface that 
makes screwing on 

holds easy.   

SNAKES. Classic tricky and hard to climb, that's what snakes were 
famous for until now. 

What's new?
Snakes are now available also in GRP! With bigger 

and more positive shapes, climbing on 
snakes can now be more diverse 

and attractive.



New
volcanoes in PU

360-138PU
No. in set: 5

fixing: bolt-on
size: M

360-140PU
No. in set: 10

fixing: screw-ons
size: xs



SNAKES. Classic tricky and hard to climb, that's what snakes were 
famous for until now. 

What's new?
Snakes are now available also in GRP! With bigger 

and more positive shapes, climbing on 
snakes can now be more diverse 

and attractive.
sn

ak
es

NEW



pitch no.7 and 8

In Domen's words: 
Super pumpy  pitch on 

small crimps and pinch-
es. It looked and felt like it 

was endless. I was already 
critically low with my energy, 

but somehow I was still able to 
fight it through and finish both 
pitches without a fall.

The two pitches of 
snakes, already 200m 
off the ground, were 
fingery and techni-
cal climbs. 



360-092 
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-ons
lenght: 120 cm

360-094 
No. in set: 2
fixing: screw-ons
lenght: 105/95 cm

360-096 
No. in set: 2
fixing: screw-ons
lenght: 100/102 cm

360-098 
No. in set: 2
fixing: screw-ons
lenght: 81/80 cm

360-100 
No. in set: 2
fixing: screw-ons
lenght: 63/61 cm

New snakes in GRP



360-094PU
No. in set: 1

fixing: screw-ons
size: S

360-092PU
No. in set: 1

fixing: screw-ons
size: L

360-093PU
No. in set: 1

fixing: screw-ons
size: M-L

New snakes in PU

In Domen's words: 
Super pumpy  pitch on 

small crimps and pinch-
es. It looked and felt like it 

was endless. I was already 
critically low with my energy, 

but somehow I was still able to 
fight it through and finish both 
pitches without a fall.



di
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NEW

DISHES. Beautiful round shapes with scooped out asymmetrical dish. 
The angles and positivity changes with turning the holds around. 

What's new?
A big GRP piece that is identical to No.464 but has a big jug 

hidden inside. Further on, there are few sets in PU as 
well, for adjusting your climbs to perfection.



pitch no.9

In Domen's words: It 
looked like route setters 

forgot a few holds. When I 
came to the position for the 

jump, I almost shit my pants, 
but the hype to jump into the 

unknown was bigger. I gave it 
all and I stuck it perfectly the 
first time. This pitch required, 
full commitment the whole 
way with many insecure 
moves and a finish with 

another big dyno.

In Janja's words : The pitch I was 
the most scared of. There was a jump in 

the beginning and I needed about 5 tries for 
it. I had to do it with all the gear, which made 

things even harder. Later on, I barely did the last 
jump on the second go. I was actually so happy 

that I could do that pitch.



New dishes in PU

360-473PU 
No. in set: 2
fixing: bolt-on
size: XL

360-475PU 
No. in set: 3
fixing: bolt-on
size: M-L

360-479PU 
No. in set: 8
fixing: screw-ons
size: S-XS



360-463
No. in set: 1

fixing: screw-ons
diameter: 80 cm

360-463-DT
No. in set: 1

fixing: screw-ons
diameter: 80 cm

New
dishes in GRP
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TURTLES.
 Known for a big selec-

tion of PU holds, from 
small crimps to beginner 

friendly jugs.  All have a signa-
ture turtle like texture on each 

hold for a distinctive look. 

There is no major update of this 
range this time, but for sure those 
holds had an important role in the 
whole 360 ASCENT story.



pitch no.10

Janja put on the biggest fight 
of her life on her first attempt. For 

Domen it represented a huge challenge 
and he was never sure if he could even make 
it. In Janja's words: "My favourite pitch 
because it was the hardest, it was my style, I 
had the biggest fight of my life on that pitch. 
Even though it was the hardest, I had the 
confidence that I will top it no matter what."

Turtles were the 
hardest pitch of all with 
super crimpy and technical 
climbing all the way up, 
graded 8b+.



qu
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QUARTERS. Probably the most 
well known shape from 360. A must have 

and a piece that never gets old.

What's new?
New small screw-ons in PU are a perfect addition to 

all quarter shape fans. 

NEW



360-400PU 
No. in set: 8
fixing: screw-ons
size: S-XS

360-398PU 
No. in set: 4
fixing: screw-ons
size: M

New
quarters in PU

pitch no.11

In Domen's words: "This pitch 
was a pure gift for the effort it took to 

get there. I swear I would call a helicopter 
rescue if this pitch didn't exist."

Already 300+ meters off the ground 
and finally some easy climbing  

where they could just enjoy the 
moves and the view.   



NEW

ju
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JUGGY BALLS. Our widest and most 
popular range with endless possibilities. Stacking 

them together or turning them around, there is always 
possible to create something completely different.

What's new?
More GRP shapes and new PU bolt-on dual texture pieces.



pitch no.12

The Juggy balls pitch didn't feel 
that juggy after the whole day of 
climbing on the chimney.

Janja and Domen had to show their best to 
stick  all the moves, crimp hard  on some 
sections or just trust  the dual texture foothold.



360-303-DT 
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-on
dual texture
length: 80 cm

360-304 
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-on
length: 67 cm

360-304-DT 
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-on
dual texture
length: 67 cm

New juggy balls in GRP

360-303 
No. in set: 1
fixing: screw-on
length: 80 cm



New juggy balls in PU

360-301PUdt 
No. in set: 1
fixing: bolt-on
dual texture
size: XXL

360-302PUdt 
No. in set: 1
fixing: bolt-on
dual texture
size: XL

360-304PUdt 
No. in set: 1
fixing: bolt-on
dual texture
size: XL

360-305PUdt 
No. in set: 2
fixing: bolt-on
dual texture
size: L

360-306PUdt 
No. in set: 2
fixing: bolt-on
dual texture
size: M

360-307PUdt 
No. in set: 12
fixing: screw-ons
dual texture
size: S-XS

360-309PU 
No. in set:1
fixing: bolt-on
size: XL
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NEW

SLICES. Slicing that perfect circle shape in 
different ways. All pieces have a right angled side 

that fit perfectly together with any other piece. 

What's new?
Now also in PU! From xs screw-ons to 

higher profile bolt-on pieces.



pitch no.13

Slices were the last pitch finishing on 360 
meters. In Domen's words: ''The pitch was not 
to be underestimated. It was one of the 

easiest pitches,  but very technical and 
hard to read with my over heated 

processor."

They stood on top 
of the last 13th 
pitch on  October 
13th 2020 at 
16:46.



New slices in PU

360-415PU 
No. in set:4
fixing: bolt-on
size: L

360-416PU 
No. in set:6
fixing: bolt-on / screw-ons
size: M

360-417PU 
No. in set:10
fixing: bolt-on / screw-ons
size: S

360-419PU 
No. in set:4
fixing: bolt-on / screw-ons
size: M

360-420PU 
No. in set:10
fixing: screw-ons
size: S



New 360 GRP colours

BLACK
RAL9005

WHITE RED
RAL3000

YELLOW
RAL1018

BLUE
RAL5015

GREEN
RAL6018

ORANGE
RAL1033

PINK
RAL4003

PURPLE
 S4050-R60B/M

GREY
RAL7001

MINT
RAL6027

DEEP ROSE
RAL4008

new new

MINT
RAL6027

newnew
DEEP ROSE
RAL4008



360 PU colours

BLACK
RAL9005

WHITE RED
RAL3000

YELLOW
RAL1018

BLUE
RAL5015

GREEN
RAL6018

PINK
RAL4003

PURPLE
 S4050-R60B/M



THANK YOU
For taking the time to 
browse through the cata-
logue. Here are some 
impression from the making 
of 360 ASCENT story. 

Some pitches were inspira-
tion for new shapes from 
the catalogue, hopefully 
route setters and climbers 
will be able to feel this 
passion we put into our 
work, when using or climb-
ing on our products.

Follow us: 

Visit us: 
www.360holds.com

                  360ascent.si 

Contact us: 
info@360holds.com
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